What we do
Over three years, from 2021-2024, the
project will select 80 to 100 local youth
groups to
- strengthen the internal capacity of local
youth groups and initiatives.
- bring them together with their peers
from neighboring countries to foster
exchange and dialogue.
- connect them national and
international stakeholders in politics,
business, development, academia, civil
society, and the media.
The Project is for youth groups in:
Democratic Republic of the
Rwanda, Uganda & Tanzania

Congo,

Who engange in i.e.:
gender equality

land inheritance

environment (including natural
resources) and climate change
political representation,
democracy and good governance

economic stability
and employment
media, education,
culture and religion

Are you interested, looking for ways to
engage yourself, or searching for a
project partner?

forced migration

The project combines a set of trainings,
workshops and regional stakeholder
conferences to eventually build and
establish the Great Lakes Youth Network for
Dialogue and Peace as a household name
for youth activity in the region.

Find out more on our website (www.greatlakesyouth.africa)
Contact us: info@greatlakesyouth.africa, c/o Pole Institute,
N˚289 Av Alindi, Q.Himbi1, Goma

This Project is
co-funded by the
European Union

Background of the project

For many years, the Great Lakes Region has
been a region in crisis. Some of Africa’s worst
conflicts took place in the neighboring
countries of East and Central Africa. While
political consolidation after the millennium
with general elections in Rwanda (2003),
Uganda (2006) and the DRC (2006) brought
about first important and promising results
of human and economic development, the
countries remain among the world’s poorest
and peace is extremely fragile, with the
struggle over natural resources oftentimes at
the source of violence. Instability, mistrust
and prejudices between countries remain
prevalent until today.
In this context, many local youth groups and
initiatives have taken action and engage in a
number of different sectors that contribute
to peace in the region. With 60 percent
younger than 25 years, youth represent by
far – as in most countries of Sub-Saharan
Africa - the largest share of the regional
population.

Potential and Challenge

The Project

The Power of Youth

Youth wants
to engage

Youth wants
to build

Youth wants to
improve the
future and
change the
course of the
planet for the
better

However, the potential of youth is often
hampered by many factors limiting the role youth
could play for improving peace in the Great Lakes
Region.

This is where the “Great Lakes Youth Network for
Dialogue and Peace” comes in, a project
co-funded by the European Union and Konrad
Adenauer Foundation, and implemented by KAS
and five local partners

The project reflects the internationally widely
accepted understanding of the positive role of
youth as agents for peace is recognized by the
United Nations, the European Union, the African
Union, Africa’s Regional Economic Communities,
and the national governments of the Great Lakes
Region.
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